Global Commercial Vehicle Industry Forecast

Europe, Asia, NAFTA, Middle East and Africa
Sales Trend & Product launches

Regions

- Africa
- Latin America
- Asia
- Middle East
- Europe
- NAFTA

Current and Historical Scenario

- Sales Data
- Vehicle Park data
- Production

Critical Analysis Reports

- OEM M&HCV
- Global Industry Updates

10 Years Industry forecast
Model wise Forecast
Engine Production Forecast
30 years forecasts and Scenarios
About Autobei Consulting Group (ACG):

‘Autobei Consulting Group - ACG’ is a management consulting group which has leveraged on its expertise and proprietary databases to provide “Customized Solutions” in areas such ‘Sales Analysis’, ‘Business Planning’, ‘Market assessment’ and ‘Project Feasibility’ on Global Automotive Industry. We are capable of providing exclusively Global markets, State wise, segment data like Tipper, Tractor and Haulage, Passenger vehicles, Two wheeler, Commercial vehicle and Brand wise business reviews. With a strong network for primary data procurement, we can get any tailor made research reports ready within a short interval of time. ‘ACG’ also serve as a web-platform where one can find all the required information regarding Passenger vehicles, Commercial vehicle, two wheelers etc across the globe. We provide a Global Platform for Truck and Bus Manufacturers, Dealers, Vendors and Fleet Owners to come together and gather required information within seconds without jumping websites.